Application of HC4N with automatic threshold for cooccurrence (U) and set completeness (S). P (threshold for joining) and C (cosinedistance threshold) are set to their default value of 0.5 and 40. The automatic parameters are returned as feedback.
Depending on the feedback parameters and the structure of the HC-plot, the parameters are optimized so that level 1 represents CCI or complex cores with attachments.
This optimization is repeated until the desired interaction level is visible in the HC-plot. HC4N with manual U and S parameters.
Final HC4N result

Hierarchical cluster plot for automatic parameters:
Shows at which co-occurrence level clusters appear. Helps deciding how to set U and S more precisely
Hierarchical cluster plot for optimal manual parameters:
Shows which proteins build clusters at the different similarity levels result tree
HC4N
IP dataset
Clusters too large increase U, keep S automatic Clusters too merged increase S, then increase U Too small clusters / decrease U and S too many proteins lost CCI not visible decrease U and S in small steps until CCI motif visible Figure 1 : HC4N is applied with automatic parameters for co-occurrence and set completeness. The hierarchical cluster plot is then used as feedback to optimize the parameters for a specific dataset and for a desired interaction level. The parameters are set in a way that HC4N level 1 represents the highest interaction level, for instance, the level of complex-complex interactions or the level of complex cores.
